“The world is in the hands of those people who have the courage to help change the lives of others.”

The March to the Top Foundation (M2T) helps underprivileged people of Africa by providing support in health care, education and conservation.
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Projects

Click titles or map locations to view project details, photos and more.

- New Hope Orphanage - Meru
- Medical and Educational Aid to Kenya (MEAK)
- Esitel Primary School - Amboseli
- Cradle to Career: Kenya
  - Agano With Kenya
  - African Child Foundation: Fanaka Schools / Mt. Olive School For Girls / St. Barbara Chapel – Athi River
- Starehe Boys Center & School - Nairobi
- St. Francis Children’s Village - Meru
- Associazone “Amici Di Ndugu Zangu”
- Amboseli Trust for Elephants / Conservation - Amboseli
- Dandora Project - University of Notre Dame / Africa
- African Scholars Program - Berklee College of Music, Boston, MA / Africa
- Other Projects / Causes M2T Supports

Click to read wonderful letters sent to M2T

If you’d like to visit or volunteer at one of the Projects, please feel free to contact us for details.
New Hope Clinic and Orphanage - Meru, Kenya

Project Details

The New Hope Clinic and Orphanage provides shelter, bible study programs, and health care for children living with HIV/AIDS, most of whom have been orphaned or abandoned as a result of HIV/AIDS.

March To The Top has provided substantial funding towards construction of the New Hope Orphanage and Clinic. The facilities include a nursery and dormitory for up to 150 children, as well as housing for permanent and visiting volunteers and staff. It also includes a full kitchen, library and clinic. The 10 acre property also contains rich soil for planting crops, including beans, maize and potatoes. Currently, mature mango, avocado and banana trees occupy the property. In addition, cows, goats, chickens and other livestock have been donated to the community so that it becomes more self sustaining.

A small clinic has just been completed on site with doctors who come and volunteer their time so that the children have immediate access to medical care.

The project, under leadership of AINA (the Italian Association of Nomades of Love), is inspired and lead by Vicky Quondamatteo, who has selflessly worked on many projects throughout Africa and the world, including St. Anne’s Maternity Hospital in Arusha, Tanzania. The goal of AINA is to defend children’s rights in third world countries, in particular the right to education and self-sufficiency.

Currently there are 95 children (as of January, 2013). March to the Top provides AINA monthly support to help with the cost of operating the orphanage and clinic.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.aina-crius.it
Medical & Educational Aid to Kenya (MEAK)

Project Details

MEAK is a UK based charity founded in 1994 that works on behalf of disadvantaged people needing medical help in Kenya. Mike and Dee Belleré, the founders, have organized and funded over 70 missions, providing desperately needed eye surgery, orthopedics and thoracic and pediatric heart surgery.

Remarkably, MEAK has recruited and furnished entire medical teams to travel regularly to Kenya and to conduct sophisticated surgeries. Furthermore, MEAK has provided the medical equipment and collected and packed hundreds of tons of supplies for the surgery and post surgery care. The various teams have completed over 1100 procedures in the last 14 years. March to the Top participated in the last pediatric heart surgery mission, in which 27 children underwent open heart surgery over 10 days. March to the Top has provided and will continue to provide substantial funding for MEAK to continue its life saving medical missions.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.meak.org
Esiteti School - Amboseli, Kenya

Project Details

A Masai warrior named James OdKenefi founded the Esiteti School in Amboseli. The school started in his village under a tortilla tree, and with some sponsorship from clients of Ker & Downey, he was able to build two classrooms. The popularity of the school drew over 150 children from up to five miles away.

The school, with the help of the March to the Top foundation and another major donor, was relocated to a new location seven kilometers away. It was also expanded to accommodate up to 200 children and now has direct access to water as a result of a new well. The relocation allows for expansion, and also provides for rehabilitation of the micro-ecosystem inside the Kithura Game Concession, located within essential Amboseli wildlife habitat. The new facility will also contain a clinic and permanent teacher housing. The March to the Top foundation, in addition to partially funding the school construction project, has also provided school materials and clothing to the students and has committed to funding the two final classrooms. Independently, the Africa Schools of Kenya (ASK) program is working towards an ongoing teaching, book and school supply program for this school.

Project Resources

- School Plan (PDF)
- View Detailed Map of Location
- www.ASKenya.org

Responding to the image request:
Cradle to Career: Kenya (C2CKenya)

Project Details

Cradle to Career: Kenya is a new entity that has combined the best of two non-profit organizations, African Child Foundation (ACF) and Agano with Kenya. Both organizations focus solely on supporting the needs of children rescued by Fr. Henry Simaro in the Athi River area of Kenya. ACF supports Fr. Henry by rescuing children under the age of eighteen and providing them with a top quality education. Agano with Kenya supports Fr. Henry by providing the resources necessary for the children who have graduated high school and are ready to enter college.

Project Resources

* [www.C2CKenya.org](http://www.C2CKenya.org)
* [Article in Newport Beach Independent](http://www.NewportBeachIndependent.com)
* [Article in Orange County Register](http://www.OrangeCountyRegister.com)
Agano with Kenya

Project Details

Agano with Kenya was founded by Jene Meece to help young women successfully enter and graduate college. Agano with Kenya enters into ten-year agreements with college aged young women who do not have family to support their dreams but have the intelligence and mettle to represent the tiny minority of women who are accepted into Kenyan colleges.

Agano means "pect" in Swahili. The use of a Swahili word is significant because in ten years the organization will move to Kenya to be run by Kenyans.

There are three phases to the program. Agano with Kenya covers university costs as long as the participants agree to community service during school holidays. After graduation the participants will intern in the US for one year. Upon the commencement of a career in Kenya they will pay forward 10% of their salary to the next generation of young women entering the program.

Agano with Kenya is a 501(c)3 based in Newport Beach, CA. March to the Top is a Founding Benefactor to Agano with Kenya, and Barbara March sits on Agano’s Board of Directors.

Project Resources

- www.aganowithkenya.org
- View Detailed Map of Location
- Article in Newport Beach Independent

Project Details

The Fanaka Schools Mt.Olive Academy for girls and Saint Barbara Chapel were both started by a Catholic priest, Father Henry Simaro, as a means of educating children in the seven slums of Athi River, Kenya. Ground was broken for the Mount Olive Academy for Girls on Thanksgiving day 2008 and this school serves as a boarding school for girls living on the streets around Athi River.

March to the Top is sponsoring a research project using Father Henry’s school as a pilot program for bible distribution and bible study. March to the Top also provided a computer and continues to provide clothes, school supplies and funding for the children. Additionally, March to the Top has provided significant funding for the chapel at the Mount Olive Academy for Girls that has been named Saint Barbara Chapel.

Project Resources

* Student Report Card
* View Detailed Map of Location
Starehe Boys Center and School - Nairobi, Kenya

Project Details

Starehe Boys Center and School was founded by Dr. Geoffrey Griffin as a boys only boarding school to educate the young, underprivileged men of Kenya and to prepare them for higher education and leadership. The school is based on a prefectural rank system, where students learn to lead their peers and work hard to rise in the ranks via promotion. The school also focuses on service, and the boys must fulfill a community service requirement before graduation. Furthermore, the students are encouraged to use their education to ultimately help in their home country of Kenya. In addition, Starehe promotes religion and the nurturing of spiritual life by offering prayer services and masses for many different faith traditions. The March to the Top Foundation is supporting Starehe by financing the tuition of several students, as most of the students are only able to attend Starehe on scholarship.

Project Resources

- 2012 Report & Letters
- 2010 Report & Letters
- Case History - Charles (new student)
- Report Forms - Charles
- Case History - Francis (new student)
- Report Forms - Francis
- Case History & Letters - Kelvin
- Report Forms - Kelvin
- Case History & Letters - Richard
- Report Forms - Richard
- Article in Telegraph
- View Detailed Map of Location
- www.starehe.org
St. Francis Children's Village - Meru, Kenya

Project Details

St. Francis Children's Village is the inspiration of Father Francis Limo Riwa, who in 1999 began to rescue orphaned and abandoned children from the stresses. Today, it is home, family and school to more than 600 children, living on two campuses: the St. Clare Girls' Center and the St. Francis Home for Boys. It is a safe haven that provides quality education and rehabilitative efforts for deterring children from destructive addictive behaviors.

Children are provided basic human needs while acquiring tools for proper social behavior. At the end of an introductory period, they join the other children of the Village, while furthering their education capabilities. Teachers take on the role of parents and previously neglected children now have a sense of family.

Looking back to the remaining street children, Fr. Francis said, "This process is slow and tedious, but we will succeed, I must build more dormitories and then I can return for the rest of the children. We will not lose hope, because we are their only hope."

March to the Top provides funding to help support this program.

Project Resources

- View Detailed Map of Location
- www.friendsofkenyanorphans.org

Video | Slideshow
Associazone "Amici Di Ndugu Zangu" - Nanyuki, Kenya

Project Details

Ndugu Zangu (which means brotherhood) was founded in 1995 by Luigi Panzeri, an Italian contractor who had been traveling to Kenya since 1983. Nono Luigi, as he is known to the children of the community met a native Catholic Priest by the name of Parker Pamula in Olodoitya where the Father had opened a mission among the local Gamba pastoralists. For the next 9 years, Luigi lead continuous pilgrimages between Italy and Kenya to support the Priest’s mission in Northern Laikipia. Upon reaching retirement, Luigi decided to devote the rest of his life to this region and its people and settles in Kenya. The Community of Ndugu Zangu was founded. The initial idea was to house the 60 orphaned children of this area. Ultimately, a medical clinic was constructed and now the Community contains over 300 children. The medical clinic has become known for its specialty in heart conditions and as such has become a magnet in the region for children afflicted with such conditions.

Nono Luigi has worked tirelessly to assist these children and has set up a relationship with Italian hospitals as well as a hospital in the south of Sudan who will perform these life-saving heart operations gratis. The only costs are transporting the patients to and from the hospital and incidental medication required for their care. Incredibly, there have been many such trips. In addition to medical care, the Community of Ndugu Zangu is building a primary school. It is close to being completed and school sponsorships are available at www.nkenya.com. March to the Top has made the Journey to Hope possible for 39 young people in need of heart surgeries and will continue to support this life-saving program.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.amicipanzeri.org
Amboseli Trust For Elephants - Amboseli, Kenya

Project Details

Cynthia Moss, the world-renowned wildlife researcher, heads this long-term (40 years) research and conservation project. The Amboseli Trust For Elephants is a conservation effort aimed at the protection and sustainability of the African elephant in this vital National Park. The March family has had the opportunity to visit these beautiful creatures in their natural habitat in the Amboseli National Park, and instantly fell in love with the spirit and soul of the elephants. The March To The Top Foundation is supporting these efforts through the adoption of one herd of elephants, led by a spirited matriarch, not unlike their own spirited matriarch! If you travel to this area, M2T can arrange for you to see this family of elephants.

Project Resources

* LC Family Update (PDF)
* LC Family Structure (PDF)
* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.elephanttrust.org

Video | Slideshow
Dandora Project, University of Notre Dame / Africa

**Project Details**

Dandora is a large housing project in the heart of Nairobi which also serves as a primary dumping site for Nairobi proper. The Holy Cross Parish in Nairobi has identified this dumping site as a human rights and development challenge for Dandora and the surrounding areas. As a result of the dumping of industrial, agricultural, domestic and medical waste, there are widespread respiratory ailments cropping up in both children and adults. The dumping site also poses a security risk as criminals hide there. Despite the burden of the dumpsite on the health and security of the people of Dandora, the Congregation of Holy Cross has an incredibly vibrant and active parish there. The University of Notre Dame has a unique opportunity to work with this energetic community in a long-term partnership that seeks to learn from the people and to contribute to their self-defined development priorities. March to the Top is contributing to Notre Dame’s efforts to improve the living conditions and help the people of Dandora determine their needs and execute a plan to improve their lives.

**Project Resources**

View Detailed Map of Location
African Scholars Program - Berklee College of Music
Boston, MA / Africa

Project Details
The Berklee College of Music is widely recognized as the most prestigious contemporary music institution of its kind. The African Scholars Program (ASP), which M2T supports, was created to provide opportunities to gifted African musicians who lack the means to study at the College. The ASP is also intended to bring the roots of contemporary music in its original form and culture to the College's classrooms and enhance the spirit of Berklee as a whole. Each year staff, professors and a student ambassador travel to Africa and audition prospective students.

Project Resources
* www.berklee.edu

Video | Slideshow
St. Anne’s Maternity Hospital - Igoji, Kenya

Project Details

The Sisters of Charity and the Don Orione Society assumed responsibility for St. Anne’s Maternity Hospital, which existed as a hospital and clinic for the treatment of Kenyan’s living with HIV/AIDS. The Sisters expanded the function of the facility to accommodate 35 orphaned children living with HIV/AIDS. Due to the immune compromise and systemic effects of HIV/AIDS, these children suffer from higher rates of malnutrition and life threatening opportunistic infections such as TB and other pneumonias. This facility is also sponsored by AINA (see New Hope Clinic and Orphanage), and it provides food and medicine for the children.

“March to the Top” annually provides food, clothing, school materials and toys for these children. As a result of overcrowding, these children will be moved to the residences of the New Hope Clinic.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
John Paul II School, Mathare Slums - Nairobi, Kenya

Project Details
The John Paul II School, named for our loving former Pope, provides education for 382 students from the heart of Mathare, one of the largest slums in Africa. The school spans pre-school to middle school, and serves a community which is very much in need of education, leadership and a means to self sufficiency. March to the Top has donated school supplies, financed teacher salaries and funded utilities such as electricity needed to keep the school operational.

Project Resources
* View Detailed Map of Location
St. Lucy’s School for the Blind - Igoji, Kenya

Project Details

St. Lucy’s School for the Blind was established in 1958 by the Catholic Church. The intent of the school was to educate visually impaired and handicapped children that had been abandoned by their families. Many of the children are albino and not only suffer from partial or total blindness but are extremely vulnerable to the sun and often contract various fatal skin diseases. In addition to a basic education, the school’s goal is to educate and train students in various trades so they can become self-sufficient in their adult lives. March to the Top Foundation provides clothing and other financial aid to St. Lucy’s School for the Blind.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
Kenya Wildlife Trust (Friends of KWT)

Project Details

The Kenya Wildlife Trust (KWT) was established in 2001 by a group of professional Safari guides passionately dedicated to the conservation of Wildlife. The conservation practices supported by KWT are built on a solid foundation of experience and well-established relationships with the local people living in the areas around Kenya's wildlife areas.

KWT is leading the way in the establishment of community conservancies bringing together landowners and tourism partners in order to safeguard and preserve precious wildlife habitats. These conservancies are the future to Kenya's strategy to protect the Wild. KWT is dedicated to supporting ecological monitoring and research programs for the benefit of all Wildlife. Further, KWT recognizes the imperative of supporting the further education of future Wildlife advocates and opinion leaders within various communities across the country of sustainable conservation.

March to the Top Foundation is supporting these efforts through Friends of KWT as well as indirectly funding certain KWT projects including the Laikipia Primary School.

www.KenyaWildlifeTrust.org

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.safariguidesofafrica.org
New Hope Clinic and Orphanage - Meru, Kenya

Project Details

The New Hope Clinic and Orphanage provides shelter, bible study programs, and health care for children living with HIV/AIDS, most of whom have been orphaned or abandoned as a result of HIV/AIDS.

March To The Top has provided substantial funding towards construction of the New Hope Orphanage and Clinic. The facilities include a nursery and dormitory for up to 150 children, as well as housing for permanent and visiting volunteers and staff. It also includes a fully equipped kitchen, library and clinic. The 10 acre property also contains rich soil for planting crops, including beans, maize and potatoes. Currently, mature mango, avocado and lemon trees occupy the property. In addition, cows, goats, chickens and other livestock have been donated to the community so that it becomes more self-sustaining.

A small clinic has just been completed on site with doctors who come and volunteer their time so that the children have immediate access to medical care.

The project, under leadership of AINA (the Italian Association of Nomades of Love), is inspired and lead by Vicky Quondamatteo, who has selflessly worked on many projects throughout Africa and the world including St. Anne's Maternity Hospital in Napoli, Kenya. The goal of AINA is to defend children's rights in third world countries, in particular the right to education and self-sufficiency.

Currently there are 55 children (as of January, 2012). March to the Top provides AINA monthly support to help with the cost of operating the orphanage and clinic.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.aina-crius.it

Slideshows | Video
Medical & Educational Aid to Kenya (MEAK)

**Project Details**

MEAK is a UK based charity founded in 1994 that works on behalf of disadvantaged people needing medical help in Kenya. Mike and Dee Belliere, the founders, have organized and funded over 70 missions, providing desperately needed eye surgery, orthopedics and thoracic and pediatric heart surgery.

Remarkably, MEAK has recruited and furnished entire medical teams to travel regularly to Kenya and to conduct sophisticated surgeries. Furthermore, MEAK has provided the medical equipment and collected and packed hundreds of tons of supplies for the surgery and post surgery care. The various teams have completed over 1100 procedures in the last 14 years. March to the Top participated in the last pediatric heart surgery mission, in which 23 children underwent open heart surgery over 10 days. March to the Top has provided and will continue to provide substantial funding for MEAK to continue its life saving medical missions.

**Project Resources**

- View Detailed Map of Location
- [www.meak.org](http://www.meak.org)
Esiteti School - Amboseli, Kenya

Project Details

A Masai warrior named James OlKeneti founded the Esiteti School in Amboseli. The school started in his village under a tortilla tree, and with some sponsorship from clients of Ker & Downey, he was able to build two classrooms. The popularity of the school drew over 150 children from up to five miles away.

The school, with the help of the March to the Top Foundation and another major donor, was relocated to a new location seven kilometers away. It was also expanded to accommodate up to 200 children and now has direct access to water as a result of a new well. The relocation allows for expansion, and also provides for rehabilitation of the micro-ecosystem inside the Kithua Game Concession, located within essential Amboseli wildlife habitat. The new facility will also contain a clinic and permanent teacher housing. The March to the Top foundation, in addition to partially funding the school construction project, has also provided school materials and clothing to the students and has committed to funding the two final classrooms. Independently, the Africa Schools of Kenya (ASK) program is working towards an ongoing teaching, book and school supply program for this school.

Project Resources

- School Plan (PDF)
- View Detailed Map of Location
- www.ASKenya.org
Project Details

Cradle to Career: Kenya is a new entity that has combined the best of two non-profit organizations, African Child Foundation (ACF) and Agano with Kenya. Both organizations focus solely on supporting the needs of children rescued by Fr. Henry Simaro in the Athi River area of Kenya. ACF supports Fr. Henry by rescuing children under the age of eighteen and providing them with a top quality education. Agano with Kenya supports Fr. Henry by providing the resources necessary for the children who have graduated high school and are ready to enter college.

Project Resources

* [www.C2CKenya.org](http://www.C2CKenya.org)
* [Article in Newport Beach Independent](http://www.newportbeachindependent.com)
* [Article in Orange County Register](http://www.orangecountyregister.com)
Agano with Kenya

**Project Details**

Agano with Kenya was founded by Jane Mzee to help young women successfully enter and graduate college. Agano with Kenya enters into ten-year agreements with college aged young women who do not have family to support their dreams but have the intelligence and mettle to represent the tiny minority of women who are accepted into Kenyan colleges.

Agano means “pect” in Swahili. The use of a Swahili word is significant because in ten years the organization will move to Kenya to be run by Kenyans.

There are three phases to the program. Agano with Kenya covers university costs as long as the participants agree to community service during school holidays. After graduation the participants will intern in the US for one year. Upon the commencement of a career in Kenya they will pay forward 10% of their salary to the next generation of young women entering the program.

Agano with Kenya is a 501(c)3 based in Newport Beach, CA. March to the Top is a Founding Benefactor to Agano with Kenya, and Barbara March sits on Agano’s Board of Directors.

**Project Resources**

- [www.aganowithkenya.org](http://www.aganowithkenya.org)
- [View Detailed Map of Location](#)
- [Article in Newport Beach Independent](#)

Project Details

The Fanaka Schools Mt.Olive Academy for girls and Saint Barbara Chapel, were both started by a catholic priest, Father Henry Simaro, as a means of educating children in the seven slums of Athi River, Kenya. Ground was broken for the Mount Olive Academy for Girls on Thanksgiving day 2008 and this school serves as a boarding school for girls living on the streets around Athi River.

March to the Top is sponsoring a research project using Father Henry’s school as a pilot program for bible distribution and bible study. March to the Top also provided a computer and continues to provide clothes, school supplies and funding for the children. Additionally, March to the Top has provided significant funding for the chapel at the Mount Olive Academy for Girls that has been named Saint Barbara Chapel.

Project Resources

* Student Report Card
* View Detailed Map of Location

Back to Projects >
Starehe Boys Center and School - Nairobi, Kenya

**Project Details**

Starehe Boys Center and School was founded by Dr. Geoffrey Griffin as a boys-only boarding school to educate the young, underprivileged men of Kenya and to prepare them for higher education and leadership. The school is based on a prefectural rank system, where students learn to lead their peers and work hard to rise in the ranks via promotion. The school also focuses on service, and the boys must fulfill a community service requirement before graduation. Furthermore, the students are encouraged to use their education to ultimately help in their home country of Kenya. In addition, Starehe promotes religion and the nurturing of spiritual life by offering prayer services and masses for many different faith traditions. The March to the Top Foundation is supporting Starehe by financing the tuition of several students, as most of the students are only able to attend Starehe on scholarship.

**Project Resources**

- 2012 Report & Letters
- 2010 Report & Letters
- Case History - Charles (new student)
- Report Forms - Charles
- Case History - Francis (new student)
- Report Forms - Francis
- Case History & Letters - Kelvin
- Report Forms - Kelvin
- Case History & Letters - Richard
- Report Forms - Richard
- Article in Telegraph
- View Detailed Map of Location
- www.starehe.org
St. Francis Children's Village - Meru, Kenya

Project Details

St. Francis Children's Village is the inspiration of Father Francis Limo Riwa, who in 1999 began to rescue orphaned and abandoned children from the streets. Today, it is home, family and school to more than 600 children, living on two campuses: the St. Clare Girls' Center and the St. Francis Home for Boys. It is a safe haven that provides quality education and rehabilitative efforts for deterring children from destructive addictive behaviors.

Children are provided basic human needs while acquiring tools for proper social behavior. At the end of an introductory period, they join the other children of the Village, while furthering their education capabilities. Teachers take on the role of parents and previously neglected children now have a sense of family.

Looking back to the remaining street children, Fr. Francis said, "This process is slow and tedious, but we will succeed. I must build more dormitories and then I can return for the rest of the children. We will not lose hope, because we are their only hope."

March to the Top provides funding to help support this program.

Project Resources

- View Detailed Map of Location
- www.friendsofkenyanorphans.org
Associazone "Amici Di Ndugu Zangu" - Nanyuki, Kenya

Project Details

Ndugu Zangu (which means brotherhood) was founded in 1995 by Luigi Panzeri, an Italian contractor who had been traveling to Kenya since 1985. Nonno Luigi, as he is known to the children of the community met a native Catholic priest by the name of Father Pancrazi in Olkaria where the father had opened a mission among the local Gakumbu pastoralists. For the next 9 years, Luigi lead continuous pilgrimages between Italy and Kenya to support the Priest’s mission in Northern Lakipla. Upon reaching retirement, Luigi decided to devote the rest of his life to this region and its people and settle in Kenya. The Community of Ndugu Zangu was founded. The initial idea was to house the 60 orphaned children of this area. Ultimately, a medical clinic was constructed and now the Community contains over 300 children. The medical clinic has become known for its specialty in heart conditions and as such has become a magnet in the region for children afflicted with such conditions.

Nonno Luigi has worked tirelessly to assist these children and has set up a relationship with Italian hospitals as well as a hospital in the south of Sudan who will perform these life-saving heart operations gratis. The only costs are transporting the patients to and from the hospital and incidental medication required for their care. Incredibly, there have been many such trips. In addition to medical care, the Community of Ndugu Zangu is building a primary school. It is close to being completed and school sponsorships are available at www.nk Kenya.com. March to the Top has made the Journey to Hope possible for 39 young people in need of heart surgeries and will continue to support this life-saving program.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.amicidinduguza.org
Amboseli Trust For Elephants - Amboseli, Kenya

Project Details

Cynthia Moss, the world-renowned wildlife researcher, heads this long-term (40 years) research and conservation project. The Amboseli Trust For Elephants is a conservation effort aimed at the protection and sustainability of the African elephant in this vital National Park. The March family has had the opportunity to visit these beautiful creatures in their natural habitat in the Amboseli National Park, and instantly fell in love with the spirit and soul of the elephants. The March To The Top Foundation is supporting these efforts through the adoption of one herd of elephants, led by a spirited matriarch, not unlike their own spirited matriarch! If you travel to this area, M2T can arrange for you to see this family of elephants.

Project Resources

* LC Family Update (PDF)
* LC Family Structure (PDF)
* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.elephanttrust.org
Dandora Project, University of Notre Dame / Africa

**Project Details**

Dandora is a large housing project in the heart of Nairobi which also serves as a primary dumping site for Nairobi proper. The Holy Cross Parish in Nairobi has identified this dumping site as a human rights and development challenge for Dandora and the surrounding areas. As a result of the dumping of industrial, agricultural, domestic and medical waste, there are widespread respiratory ailments cropping up in both children and adults. The dumping site also poses a security risk as criminals hide there. Despite the burden of the dumpsite on the health and security of the people of Dandora, the Congregation of Holy Cross has an incredibly vibrant and active parish there. The University of Notre Dame has a unique opportunity to walk with this energetic community in a long-term partnership that seeks to learn from the people and to contribute to their self-defined development priorities. March to the Top is contributing to Notre Dame’s efforts to improve the living conditions and help the people of Dandora determine their needs and execute a plan to improve their lives.

**Project Resources**

* View Detailed Map of Location
African Scholars Program - Berklee College of Music
Boston, MA / Africa

Project Details

The Berklee College of Music is widely recognized as the most prestigious contemporary music institution of its kind. The African Scholars Program (ASP), which M2T supports, was created to provide opportunities to gifted African musicians who lack the means to study at the College. The ASP is also intended to bring the roots of contemporary music in its original form and culture to the College's classrooms and enhance the spirit of Berklee as a whole. Each year staff, professors and a student ambassador travel to Africa and audition prospective students.

Project Resources

* www.berklee.edu
St. Anne’s Maternity Hospital - Igoji, Kenya

Project Details

The Sisters of Charity and the Don Orione Society assumed responsibility for St. Anne’s Maternity Hospital, which existed as a hospital and clinic for the treatment of Kenyan’s living with HIV/AIDS. The Sisters expanded the function of the facility to accommodate 35 orphaned children living with HIV/AIDS. Due to the immune compromise and systemic effects of HIV/AIDS, these children suffer from higher rates of malnutrition and life threatening opportunistic infections such as TB and other pneumonias. This facility is also sponsored by AINA (see New Hope Clinic and Orphanage), and it provides food and medicine for the children.

“March to the Top” annually provides food, clothing, school materials and toys for these children. As a result of overcrowding, these children will be moved to the residences of the New Hope Clinic.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
Project Details

The John Paul II School, named for our loving former Pope, provides education for 382 students from the heart of Mathare, one of the largest slums in Africa. The school spans pre-school to middle school, and serves a community which is very much in need of education, leadership and a means to self sufficiency. March to the Top has donated school supplies, financed teacher salaries and funded utilities such as electricity needed to keep the school operational.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
St. Lucy’s School for the Blind - Igoji, Kenya

Project Details

St. Lucy’s School for the Blind was established in 1958 by the Catholic Church. The intent of the school was to educate visually impaired and handicapped children that had been abandoned by their families. Many of the children are albino and not only suffer from partial or total blindness but are extremely vulnerable to the sun and often contract various fatal skin diseases. In addition to a basic education, the school’s goal is to educate and train students in various trades so they can become self-sufficient in their adult lives. March to the Top Foundation provides clothing and other financial aid to St. Lucy’s School for the Blind.

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location

Video | Slideshow
Project Details

The Kenya Wildlife Trust (KWT) was established in 2001 by a group of professional safari guides passionately dedicated to the conservation of Wildlife. The conservation practices supported by KWT are built on a solid foundation of experience and well-established relationships with the local people living in the areas of Kenya’s wildlife areas.

KWT is leading the way in the establishment of community conservancies bringing together landowners and tourism partners in order to safeguard and preserve priceless wildlife habitats. These conservancies are the future to Kenya’s strategy to protect the Wild. KWT is dedicated to supporting ecological monitoring and research programs for the benefit of all wildlife. Further, KWT recognizes the imperative of supporting the further education of future Wildlife advocates and opinion leaders within various communities across the country of sustainable conservation.

March to the Top Foundation is supporting these efforts through Friends of KWT as well as directly funding certain KWT Projects including the Eilati Primary School.

www.KenyaWildlifeTrust.org

Project Resources

* View Detailed Map of Location
* www.eilati.org
“The world is in the hands of those people who have the courage to help change the lives of others.”

The March to the Top Foundation (M2T) helps underprivileged people of Africa by providing support in health care, education and conservation.